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Introduction and Overview
The Emergence of Digital Media  Digital Media is becoming increasingly pervasive,
and increasingly mission-critical.  Once thought of only in the purview of media and
entertainment companies, creating and managing images, audio, and video in digital
format is now becoming important to industries ranging from retail to
telecommunications, government, and more.

Simply managing the quantity of assets will prove to be a continuing challenge in the
foreseeable future.  Forrester Research finds that companies are expecting to see asset
growth double over the next two years, yet companies are having an increasingly difficult
time managing their digital media assets.  In a recent survey Forrester found that:

• 63% of companies have a challenge in simply finding their assets
• 37% have trouble distributing and sharing them between locations
• 37% cite difficulty managing the sheer volume of assets

In order to help customers manage this complexity, IBM has engineered a powerful suite
of Digital Media offerings intended to enable customers to create, manage, distribute, and
facilitate transactions based on digital content in industries as varied as entertainment and
publishing, education, government, telecommunications, service providers, wireless,
retail, healthcare, and finance.

IBM Digital Media Experience  IBM is working with a wide range of companies,
governmental bodies, and educational and nonprofit institutions to implement Digital
Media solutions.  Some example projects include:

• CNN – IBM is partnering with CNN on a multimillion dollar, multi-year effort to
digitize over 120,000 hours of archival content and new material and implement a
powerful cataloging and search system.  This solution benefits CNN by improving
real-time news operations and workflow, reducing costs, and allowing CNN to
repurpose its video library to create new revenue opportunities.

• Deutsche Bank – Wanting to reach employees with fast and accurate internal
communications and better distribute product information while replacing its
existing analog business TV system, Deutsche Bank is implementing an IBM
streaming video solution for internal communications over the intranet.  This will

“Our content has doubled since last year; we receive 12,000 to 15,000 new items per
month and I expect that growth rate to continue”

Broadcasting company, cited by Forrester Research

“Our content has doubled in the last year – most of the growth has been in taking
legacy assets and changing them to digital form.  We will have to add about 250
gigabytes in he next 24 months because I expect our content to double again.”

Automotive manufacturer, cited by Forrester Research
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allow Deutsche Bank to better connect remote locations, bridge geographic and
cultural divides, and reduce content production costs.

• The Coca Cola Company – The Coca Cola Company is implementing an IBM
Digital Media solution to enable its employees worldwide to gain fast, easy access
to its over 100 years of corporate marketing and advertising materials, to preserve
valuable corporate brand assets, to realize operational efficiencies, and to
repurpose content for future projects.

• Doncaster Police – IBM has implemented a Digital Media video surveillance
system for the Doncaster Police department in the United Kingdom.  With this
solution, the Doncaster Police department is able to conduct video surveillance
more effectively while achieving workflow efficiencies by more rapidly and
efficiently processing, storing, and retrieving images from its archives.

• Indiana University – IBM is working to build a sophisticated, powerful digital
archive to house collections of thousands of sound recordings, photographs,
printed works, and other images for faculty and staff of the School of Music, and
make them more easily available to faculty and students on-site and off-campus
across the Internet.

• The National Museum of Australia – IBM is helping create a comprehensive
content management system known as the museum’s Central Media Repository
(CMR).  With the CMR, the Museum will realize cost savings through
consolidation of many small applications, servers, and storage solutions into one
system, while delivering digital content of the Museum’s collections to the public
in new and different ways, both in Museum exhibitions and over the Internet.

Outline of This Paper  This paper provides a broad outline of how Digital Media
solutions can be used to drive quantifiable return on investment (ROI) to the
organization, to discuss and quantify some of these categories in a generic sense (media
asset management and workflow, distribution cost savings, benefits of re-use, etc).

The role played by media assets can vary dramatically from industry by industry.  For
example, the ROI of the same video streaming solution would vary dramatically if it were
used to deliver interactive TV over a cable television system vs. delivering streaming
video for corporate information.  To illustrate this, the paper provides a deeper dive into
three separate industries – media and entertainment, retail, and telecommunications – to
provide an example of how the benefits can translate to firms in these specific industries.

Factors impacting the ROI of Digital Media assets include:
• The role of media assets in the organization’s business model
• The workflow in place to create and manage these assets
• The degree to which assets are archived and stored
• The importance of sharing assets and the consistency of assets across the

organization

Value of Assets In Different Industries  For Media and Entertainment companies,
media assets are themselves the salable objects, with intrinsic value in and of themselves.
Creating and managing these highly produced assets digitally can drive tremendous
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workflow efficiencies into the business, which can be the basis of the ROI.  In addition,
these companies frequently maintain archives of media files, typically in analog format,
and by allowing them to manage these archives more efficiently Digital Media can also
have a large impact on the bottom line.

In other businesses, digital assets perform a role in branding, lowering the cost of sale,
lowering transaction costs (as in the case of medical records), enabling richer customer
communications, and improving website revenues.   Industries such as healthcare might
rely on secure delivery of personal healthcare records and x-rays.  The banking industry
can use video or audio to increase customer satisfaction in the delivery of financial
services, while airlines may benefit by using storage area networks and digital content on
planes to support instructional videos, entertainment, and communications.  Many others,
such as brokerage firms, can use digital media for playback of analyst briefings.  Schools,
universities, and hospitals may be able to increasingly implement video for distance
learning.  In the other sectors, video applications can result in more effective training
programs and more rapidly available and simplified management of enormous amounts
of video footage collected, for example, by security cameras at intersections, buildings,
airports, and other facilities.

IBM Digital Media Solutions
Digital Media Defined   Digital Media is typically unstructured content, as opposed to
traditional structured data such as text, and is therefore managed by “metadata,”
externally stored descriptive information about the digital content, as well as how and
where it can be used.  Since the content size is typically large, the implications for
performance, storage, and the network are significant and must be taken into account.
Best of all, and in contrast to its analog cousin, Digital Media is highly repurposable, and
can be managed using all of the benefits of traditional management, leading to greater
efficiencies in search, retrieval, management, distribution.  This can lead to
improvements in workflow to create the media assets, as well as the ability to use them in
new ways, for example to sell assets through new channels previously unavailable.

The Digital Media Factory  Like all assets, digital assets have a lifecycle spanning from
their creation to distribution and usage.  IBM refers to the framework for managing this
digital asset lifecycle as the Digital Media Factory.  IBM offers a comprehensive suite of
offerings enabling companies to implement a Digital Media Factory, including
infrastructure and business transformation/consulting capabilities, providing our
customers with everything necessary to successfully implement their Digital Media
solution and maximize their ROI.

“The goals for the CNN Video Archive Project include preserving the network’s archive of
material and developing the ability to distribute CNN’s content in new ways – not to mention
making the current news operation more efficient.”

Gordon Castle, Senior Vice President for Digital Systems, CNN
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The IBM Digital Media Factory enables your company to create, manage, and distribute
any type of digital assets and to integrate them with existing production and business
systems – enabling companies to distribute all digital content securely, in any media, to
anyone to any place or device, at any time – and measure the result.

Drivers of ROI for Digital Media
Some of the key overall drivers of Digital Media ROI are:

• Reducing the cost of creating, managing, and distributing media assets through
increased workflow efficiencies

• Reducing the costs of archiving and storage
• Lowering costs of distribution
• Generating additional revenues

Reducing Costs
There are a number of different areas in which managing and distributing media assets
digitally can considerably reduce costs for the business.   This is true for any business
that creates digital assets, be the assets the stock in trade such as for a publishing house,
or used to support the business’ sales and marketing efforts, such as with a consumer
packaged goods company.

On a general level, the major avenues of reducing costs include:

• Search and retrieval
• Asset re-use
• Storage and archiving
• Asset distribution

Search and Retrieval
Streamlining Search and Retrieval Workflow  With media assets stored in analog
format, searching for assets is a labor-intensive and time-consuming process.  Let’s take
the case of a video production facility leveraging a relatively extensive archive of stock
footage.  An editor wants a particular piece of footage, so he or she sends a clerk to find
and fetch one or more pieces of footage appropriate for the project at hand.  The clerk
goes through a card-catalog, walks over to the archival facility, and waits for a librarian
to hand over several reels of tape.  The clerk then has the tape loaded up (typically with
union labor) and watches it through, queuing it up for the editor to look at.

With a Digital Media Factory solution, this entire process, which can take many man-
hours per video clip, is circumvented as the editor can instantly pull up the appropriate
archived footage (tagged correctly with meta tags), make the decision which to use, and
insert it directly into the piece.
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Re-use of Assets
Improve Efficiency Through Asset Re-Use  With the use of analog assets, it’s
frequently so difficult and cumbersome to search for just the right asset or file that
production organizations frequently make the decision to create new assets from scratch
rather than re-use existing assets.

In contrast, using Digital Media to better equip production organizations to re-use
existing assets can save the organization a significant amount of time and money.  A
major cable news organization, for example, estimates that it costs $500K to create a new
hour of video footage, compared to $50K to create that hour of footage based on re-used
material.

Storage and Archiving
Expense of Archiving in Digital Format  Maintaining a media archive in analog format
can be an expensive proposition, from the workflow associated with finding, retrieving,
and managing the assets, to the expenses associated with running and managing the
facility itself.  Many media houses archive material going back decades, captured in
obsolete formats which require the organization to maintain legacy hardware and
operators skilled in using that equipment.  This can be quite expensive.

Add to that the costs of real estate, maintaining a climate-controlled environment, and
restoring and remastering assets as they deteriorate, and the costs of managing a
reasonably-sized analog archive can run into the millions of dollars.  In contrast, the costs
of storing, archiving, and accessing Digital Media assets on a per-asset basis are low.
Further, the assets are stored on a server in the organization’s data center, eliminating the
need to run and maintain expensive warehouses full of analog tapes and images.

Consider the example of IBM’s customer Paramount Pictures, parent of Entertainment
Tonight.  Once digitized and catalogued using the IBM Digital Media Factory,
Entertainment Tonight’s analog video archive will become an intelligent, non-degradable
library of digital assets that can be easily repurposed for other formats such as TV
specials, the Web, or even sold to other broadcast/content aggregation entities.

“DB2 Universal Database and IBM Content Manager have made production searches at
McCann-Erickson logarithmically faster”

Michael Malfesi, VP and Director of Emerging Technologies, McCann-Erickson.

“Media creators do not re-use pre-existing media - they feel they spend too much
time searching… users fail to find files they are looking for 30% of the time.”

GISTICS
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Asset Distribution
Save Money By Distributing Digitally  Distributing assets in analog format can also be
a cumbersome and expensive proposition.  With video assets, many are still distributed
using D-3 tape.  At $300 per tape, about 15 uses per tape, and layering on that
transportation costs, the cost to distribute a single hour of produced video to a single
media outlet can be close to $200.  The cost to distribute to multiple outlets scales
accordingly.  Multiply this across all the media assets created by a given organization in
a given year and distribution costs can also run into the millions of dollars.  In contrast,
distribution of digital media assets can occur over secure Internet or leased line
connections, leveraging IBM’s secure data transmission offerings such as EMMS,
bringing distribution costs on a per-asset basis down to nearly zero.

For example, a major national business news service found that when content
management was used as part of the redesign of its editorial process, it was able to
increase the number of syndication customers it served by 30% while simultaneously
decreasing its labor costs by 40%.

Cost-Reducing ROI Components
A sample of the type of ROI profile associated with reducing costs for a Digital Media
Factory implementation is summarized in Table 1.  Note that the data included in this
table are intended to illuminate the general framework and your specifics may vary.

“The time pressures of a daily television show fueled by the viewers’ appetite and demand for
timely entertainment news have dictated our need for the best digital archival and production
technology.”

Bob Kisor, Vice President of Engineering and Technology Services, Paramount Pictures

Customer Example: The Coca Cola Company
One IBM customer using the Digital Media Factory to reduce the end-to-end costs of
asset management is The Coca Cola Corporation (TCCC).  Coca Cola has an enterprise-
wide strategy for repurposing digital assets, and is on the leading edge of corporate use of
digital asset management.  It selected IBM to help build a solution to integrate three
separate libraries: an existing image library with over 9,000 still images; a document
library with over 7,000 scanned documents, and an ad library that will contain over
24,000 ads, including videos, audio, graphics, and text.

The integration of these three classes of material (with three different Metadata designs)
will make all of the advertising, public relations, marketing, and corporate history created
by Coca Cola available online for internal use to 26,000 worldwide associates, while
significantly reducing the amount of time and expense associated with searching for,
retrieving, and archiving assets.  And by enabling re-use of all assets in the archive at the
touch of a button, Coca Cola will save a significant amount of time and expense
associated with re-creating assets.
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Table 1 – Cost Reducing ROI Components
Digital Media

Factory Old way
Search and retrieval

Asset searches/employee/week 20 20
Total man-hours spent per search 0.02 0.1

# of employees in group 30 30
Average hourly cost $50 $50

Total time spent searching per month 48 240
Total cost of time wasted per month $2,400 $12,000

Monthly benefit of DM solution $9,600

Asset re-use
Assets created in organization per week 10 10

Cost of creating new asset $50,000 $50,000
Cost of repurposing old asset $5,000 $5,000

% of created assets repurposed 50% 35%
Cost of creating new assets per month $250,000 $325,000

Cost of creating repurposed assets per month $25,000 $17,500
Total cost of asset creation per month $275,000 $342,500

Monthly benefit of DM solution $67,500

Storage and archiving
Assets stored per square foot       1,000,000              100

Total assets in archive            50,000         50,000
Total monthly real estate cost per square foot $50 $50

Total monthly real estate cost for asset storage $3 $25,000
Monthly benefit of DM solution $24,998

Asset distribution

Assets distributed per week 10 10
Average number of outlets distributed to 100 100

Average cost per physical distribution $0 $100
Average cost per satellite transmission $0 $0

% physical distribution 0% 10%
Average monthly distribution costs $0 $40,000

Monthly benefit of DM solution $40,000

Total cost-reduction monthly benefits $142,098
Total cost-reduction annual benefits $1,705,170
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In this hypothetical case, the combination of improved search and retrieval, asset re-use,
storage and archiving, and asset distribution using the Digital Media Factory can save the
organization close to $150K per month, or $1.7 million per year.

Other Cost-Reducing Digital Media Benefits
In addition to the four categories of cost-reducing benefits described above, the Digital
Media Factory can reduce costs in a number of additional areas.  These include:

• Protecting valuable assets from deterioration on tape, film, or paper
• Insuring valuable assets through disaster recovery capabilities
• Reducing re-work/redundancy through centralization of asset management
• Third party production costs - outsourcing
• Third party production costs - content reproduction
• Reducing content production facilities requirements; in IBM’s experience with

customers this can be reduced by 25%
• Savings in legal costs associated with tracking down and validating rights and

permissions
• Reduced marketing expenditures and improved launch capabilities
• Ensuring information accuracy resulting in reducing the number, cost of errors
• Reducing customer contact and support requirements by driving customers to

self-help on the web – as opposed to telephone-based customer support – by
improving the quality and of online self-help services

• Reducing customer response errors
• Facilitating sales training, reducing travel time/costs
• Reducing piracy
• Reducing systems support and maintenance costs by maintaining a single

homogenous infrastructure; in IBM’s experience with customers such IT
optimization can save 13-23% of costs annually

• Licensing cost, e.g. implementing a Digital Media Factory solution on Linux
• Server performance/network cost

Generating Revenue
In addition to reducing costs, the Digital Media Factory framework can also be used to
generate new revenue streams.  Major classes of new revenue are:

• Selling media assets via new channels
• Increasing e-commerce revenue flows
• Interlinking of business partners
• Encouraging increased traffic to retail outlets

Selling Assets Via New Channels
New Channels Lead to New Revenue Streams
The most straightforward means by which digital
media solutions allow organizations to generate
new revenues is by enabling them to repurpose

General Motors’ Media Archive
Group sells stock footage from its
over 10,000 videos and films to
broadcasters at an average of over
$10,000 per program

Source: Forrester Research
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assets and sell them through channels never before available.

Many firms have valuable media assets which are archived in storage, in a climate-
controlled facility, and which are difficult to access, particularly for entities outside the
organization.  Yet in many cases these assets are highly salable in their own right.  By
digitizing these assets and making them available to the world at large, for example, via
the corporate website, organizations with salable assets can generate a new revenue
stream.  And by making these assets available for download on the website, the
organization also saves the costs of media and distribution associated with asset sales.

Increasing E-commerce Revenue Flows
Improve E-commerce Revenue with Digital
Media  Another way to leverage digital media to
increase revenues is through increased e-
commerce revenues from an organization’s
website.  Studies have shown that the use of
digital media on a website can turn browsers
into buyers, as well as increasing the e-tailer’s
ability to cross-sell and up-sell, resulting in
higher basket values.

Interlinking of Business Partners
One value of Digital Media comes from interlinking with partners throughout the value
chain through IBM’s eBusiness Software Strategy.  Tremendous synergies can result
from the codification of content, processes, and procedures combined with the
interconnectivity of partners, allowing new businesses and products to be rapidly
established.  In addition, this connectivity allows business partners to better participate in
and enhance your own business, which can result in improved service offerings, faster
time to market, and enhanced competitive differentiation.

Revenue-Generating ROI Components
Two of the effects of increased revenues in our generic ROI analysis, new asset sales and
increased e-commerce revenue flows, are delineated in Table 2.  Note again that the data
are illustrative, and your results may vary.

Assuming $10,000 per asset sale and only two such sales per month, new asset sales net
our hypothetical organization an additional $20,000 per month.  Improved e-commerce
revenue flows, in which we assume a six-fold increase in purchase rate (half that cited by
the Meta Group) and a modest increase in basket size, yield $90,000 per month gross
margin contribution; the two of these combine for a $110,000 monthly or $1.3 million
annual benefit.

Fewer than 1% of casual
viewers buy from a web site
when casually browsing;
however, this number increases
to 12% when Rich Media is
added to the experience.

Source: Meta Group
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Table 2 – Revenue Enhancing ROI Components
Digital Media

Factory Old way

New asset sales through new channels
Average selling price of repurposed asset $10,000 $10,000

COGS of repurposed asset, % 0% 0%
# of assets sold per week 0.5 0

Margin contribution of repurposed assets per month $20,000 $0
Monthly benefit of DM solution $20,000

Increasing e-commerce revenue flows on public website

# monthly shoppers visiting website 200,000 200,000
Purchase rate 6% 1%

Average revenue per purchase $35.00 $30.00
Gross margin percent 25% 25%

Gross margin contribution $105,000 $15,000
Monthly benefit of DM solution $90,000

Total revenue-generating monthly benefits $110,000

Total revenue-generating annual benefits $1,320,000

Other Revenue-Generating Digital Media Benefits
In addition, Digital Media can be leveraged to generate increased revenues in a number
of other areas, including:

• Reducing time to create assets leading to faster time to market
• Bundling of content with services or products
• Increasing quality of assets
• Improving customer satisfaction, retention, and acquisition though improved

quality of content
• Increasing customer loyalty and retention through improved personalization
• Complementary commerce and increased cross-selling
• Increasing advertising revenues by increasing the measurable number of

advertising impressions
• Improving marketing and branding
• New business models, e.g. pay-per-use
• Enabling the sales force to sell more effectively
• Empowering remote sales offices
• Knowledge archiving to protect the company’s valuable skills
• Enhancing communication with channels
• Reducing lag in reacting to threats
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Strategic Benefits
There are a number of benefits that don’t lend themselves to a direct ROI analysis;
nevertheless they can have a significant strategic impact on the business and therefore
indirectly lead to a positive ROI benefit.

Due to their indirect linkage to ROI this section will discuss these benefits in a qualitative
manner.  The strategic benefits discussed in this section include:

• Branding benefits
• Time to market benefits
• Improved relationship with customers

Branding Benefits
Improve Branding Elements  Implementing the Digital Media Factory can help a
company strengthen its branding by providing a complete environment to collect, index,
store, find, re-use, and distribute all types of corporate marketing materials.  It can help
increase brand value through consistent, compelling use of brand assets, campaigns, and
policies.  In addition, it can shorten the marketing and advertising development cycle and
reduce costs and enhance efficiency of developing marketing communications and
advertising.  The Digital Media Factory framework allows organizations to publish and
provide access to company-wide brand marketing materials to all key internal and partner
audiences while digitally archiving valuable brand assets.

A company deriving branding benefits from IBM’s Digital Media Factory Coca Cola.  By
storing, archiving, and making available its entire corporate library of over 35,000
images, documents, and advertisements, and by implementing a digital asset management
workflow, Coca Cola can improve its ability to maintain brand consistency, both across
geographies and over time.

Time to Market Benefits
Get Products to Market Faster  The ability for any firm to get its product to market
more quickly than its competitors yields significant competitive advantage and improved
market share.  Creating and managing media objects digitally can improve the speed and
quality of the process, leading to a faster time to market with better product.

“We anticipate that enterprises will use rich media to attract prospective customers
and to retain and further penetrate existing accounts.  Rich media will be deployed to
improve the effectiveness of advertising, sales and marketing functions, online
services, self-help, collaboration and training … Indirect benefits will include
increased customer satisfaction and loyalty, and increased brand awareness.”

John Bowen, FAC/Equities, “The Emergence of Rich Media”

“I believe that improving the speed, breadth, and depth of journalist access to content
would enable us to break news faster and create a better broadcast.”

CNN News President Tom Johnson, announcing decision to use IBM Digital Media Factory
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Improving Relationship with Customers
In almost any industry, customer loyalty, realized through repeat purchases in a product
industry or low churn in a service industry, is one of the keys to profitability and success.
The use of Digital Media to improve personalization, improve the customer experience,
and otherwise forge a deeper tie to the customer can contribute to an improved bottom
line.

Industry Examples

Media and Entertainment
Media and Entertainment Industry Adopting IBM Solutions  The Media and
Entertainment (M&E) industry, defined by IBM as Advertising, Broadcast,
Entertainment, Publishing and Printing, and Sports, has been at the forefront of
implementing Digital Media.  High-profile M&E companies implementing IBM solutions
include:

• BBC
• Sekani
• CNN
• Swedish Television and Swedish Radio
• Sony
• La Republica
• Threshold Entertainment
• YLE (Finnish Broadcasting)
• ClickRadio
• McCann Erickson
• Columbus Dispatch
• einstein tv

It is hardly surprising to see so many examples of M&E companies implementing
solutions from the Digital Media Factory framework as media assets are the salable
content, so managing their creation, archival, and use is of the utmost importance.

Cost Savings in M&E  A key driver of the adoption of digital media is the fact that
nearly every M&E company maintains and uses an archive of media assets.  Maintaining
the assets in usable condition is increasingly difficult and expensive as assets in analog
format come in a variety of old, increasingly archaic formats, and are deteriorating. The
older the archive gets, the more expensive it is to maintain.  The archive is not working
for you if it’s locked in climate-controlled environment gathering dust.

One of the most compelling ROI components in Media and Entertainment is the
workflow required to create and manage new assets, search and retrieve them from the
archive, and distribute them.  The specific ROI profile of implementing the Digital Media
Factory will vary on a company-by-company basis, depending in large part on the current
media asset creation and management workflow.
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ROI Example: Production Studio  This example assumes a medium-sized production
studio; this could be an agency, an in-house studio, or a freelance studio.  For a larger
media firm, the benefits would scale appropriately.  The ROI analysis is given in Table 3;
again this example is purely illustrative and your results may vary.

Table 3 – Sample ROI for a Media and Entertainment Company
Digital Media

Factory Old way
Digital Studio and Production Workflow Benefits

Locating studio content hrs/employee/week 2.125 2.5
Time spent per employee per month 8.5 10

Verifying correct info in assets hrs/employee/week 5.6 8
Time spent per employee per month 22.4 32

Transferring files hours/employee/week 6.5 10
Time spent per employee per month 26 40

Time spent per employee per month 104 160
Time spent per employee per month 416 640

Employees in the studio 40 40
Total time spent on activity per month 18916 28880

Hourly cost of employee $50 $50
Monthly cost of these asset management activities $945,800 $1,444,000

Monthly benefit of DM solution $498,200

Asset re-use
Assets created in organization per week 10 10

Cost of creating new asset $50,000 $50,000
Cost of repurposing old asset $5,000 $5,000

% of created assets repurposed 50% 35%
Cost of creating new assets per month $250,000 $325,000

Cost of creating repurposed assets per month $25,000 $17,500
Total cost of asset creation per month $275,000 $342,500

Monthly benefit of DM solution $67,500

Total monthly benefit of DM solution $565,700
Annual benefit of DM solution $6,788,400

Solution Costs and Implementation Time

One-time cost of DM solution $1,000,000
Ongoing annual costs $200,000

Months to implement solution                    3

1st year of solution ROI, % 559%
Payback period, months                    3

In this example there are a number of workflow benefits associated with the Digital
Media solution, including reducing the time it takes to:
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• Locate studio content (e.g. video and audio clips)
• Verify the information and elements used in the assets are correct and current

(which in some cases can take 30% of a typical studio worker’s time)
• Transfer assets from place to place
• Track assets
• Organize assets

All of this adds up to close to half of an average employee’s time – or 20 hours per week
– without a digital solution, but with such a solution the employee is able to save about
1/3 of his or her time, or 7 hours per week.  If the cost per employee is $50 per hour, that
amounts to over $60K per month savings in workflow alone, a sizable benefit for a
medium-sized studio.  A similar amount can be potentially saved due to asset re-use,
leading to a total of almost $130K per month or over $1.5 million per year benefit
associated with implementing a DM solution.

If the one-time costs associated with the DM solution is $1 million, and the ongoing
annual costs are 20% of the one-time costs, or $200K, and if it takes three months to
implement the solution, the ROI associated with the first full year the solution is in
place is 36%, and the solution pays for itself in four months’ time.

Data associated with workflow improvement for this example was originally published
by GISTICS, which found in a recent piece of research that digital media users spend:

• 14% less time locating files; without a Digital Media solution users fail to find
the item 39% of the time

• 36% less time transferring files
• 28% less time re-organizing files
• 13% less time tracking files

ROI Analysis for Publishing  A similar ROI analysis could be applied for other types of
M&E firms, such as publishing.  Some of the benefits which follow a model similar to
publishing include productivity enhancements in:

• Assigning stories/photos/graphics
• Editing/sorting wires
• Shooting/editing photos
• Producing/editing art
• Designing pages
• Archiving stories/photos
• Placing ads on the page
• Pagination
• Image/output products
• Handling page content revisions
• Designing/creating ads
• Performing quality control
• Reporting results
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Retail
Digital Media in Retail  IBM Digital Media solutions for the retail industry enable
retailers to accept, manage, centrally purpose, and distribute digital assets to:

• Lower the cost of sales
• Create and manage more effective and efficient media based sales environments
• Gain added revenue through advertising
• Significantly multiply the strategic value of multi-channel based processes and

campaigns

Lower Cost of Sales with On-Demand
Manufacturing of Media  One of the most important
drivers for retailers today is the ability to improve
profitability by lowering the cost of sales.  Digital
Media solutions can help retailers accomplish this in
several ways, one of the most important by providing
on-demand manufacturing of media (ODM) at the
point of sale.  In this way retailers can offer CD,
DVD, or software titles without stocking them on
store shelves and carrying them in inventory but
rather burning and delivering them to the customer on
demand.  This can be accomplished by in-store kiosks or through a Web-based solution.

Enable In-Store Point-of-Sale Advertising  In addition, retailers can leverage the same
Digital Media infrastructure to enable in-store point-of-sale advertising.  High-volume
retailers typically have high-value “billboard” space, which can be sold to consumer
packaged goods manufacturers as valuable point of sale advertising.  Since they are at the
point-of-sale, retailers deliver high-value eyeballs, which consumer packaged goods
manufacturers can take advantage of by purchasing this space.  IBM’s in-store
advertising solution allows the retailer to manage, control distribution, and specify play-
out in stores of advertising content.

ROI Example: Major Retailer This example is intended to illustrate the ROI framework
of a major retailer due to reduced inventory carrying costs through ODM, and opening up

IBM is working with
Almacenes Paris, a leading
retailer in Chile, on multi-
channel Kiosk/Web solutions
that allow customers to select
CD titles not available on
shelves, and have the store
clerk create the CD for the
customer on the spot.

Customer Example: Virgin Entertainment
Virgin Entertainment has chosen IBM to implement an on-line, in-store system to enable
customers to preview more than 250,000 CDs, 11,000 DVDs, and 7,000 console games.
IBM is building this solution using the IBM NetVista kiosk with IBM’s touch screen
technology.  This will benefit consumers by bringing more content, more choice, and
more convenience to customers, and will benefit Virgin by integrating its multiple sales
channels and encouraging greater in-store sales.
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a new revenue stream through point-of-sale advertising.  The example is given in Table 4.
This example is purely illustrative, and your results may vary.

Table 4 – Sample ROI for Major Retailer
Digital Media

Factory Old way
Virtual Inventory

Digital assets sold per month (CDs, DVDs)            75,000         75,000
% of digital assets sold virtually 70% 0%

Physical assets in inventory as % of all assets sold 500% 500%
Monthly physical digital asset inventory carrying costs $2.00 $2.00

Total monthly inventory carrying costs $225,000.00 $750,000.00
Cost of creating asset at POP (media, packaging) $1.00 $0

Total cost of creating virtual assets at POP $52,500.00 $0.00
Monthly benefit of DM solution $472,500

Advertising at Point-of-Sale
Total number of point of sale ad screens 100 100

Total impressions per day per point of sale screen 360 0
Total daily impressions across entire chain            36,000                -

% of available advertising inventory sold 65%               -
Cost per thousand impressions $1 $1

Total daily advertising revenue opportunity $23,400 $0
Total monthly advertising revenue opportunity $514,800 $0

Potential monthly benefit of DM solution $514,800

Total potential monthly benefit of DM solution $987,300
Total potential annual benefit of DM solution $11,847,600

Solution Costs and Implementation Time

One-time cost of DM solution $7,500,000
Ongoing annual costs $1,500,000

Months to implement solution                    6

1st year of solution ROI, % 38%
Payback period, months                    7

In this example with 75,000 digital title sold per month across all stores in the chain,
assuming 70% of those titles are sold using ODM, and saving $2 per month inventory
carrying costs per title, the retailer can save nearly $500K per month in inventory
carrying costs alone.  The same retailer, assuming 100 point-of-sale ad screens
throughout the chain, and $1 CPM (cost per thousand impressions) rate for those ad
screens, can realize just over $500K per month in advertising revenues.  The two items
combined yield over $11 million per year in economic benefits.
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With a $7.5 million one-time solution cost and $1.5 million annual ongoing costs, the
ROI of the first full year the solution is in operation is 38%, with a seven month
payback period.

Other ROI Benefits  Additional ways the Digital Media Factory can provide ROI to
retailers include:

• Catalog (print, kiosk, web-based) image management
• Brand management
• In-store Kiosks to download digital music and files onto MP3, other players
• In-store media sampling
• Digital media in-store kiosk interfaces
• Improving availability and quality of content on retailer’s website
• Ability to manage store activity from a central authority

Telecommunications
Digital Media in Telecommunications
Telecommunications firms are increasingly interested
in providing digital media management and delivery
services to small or medium sized businesses that
cannot afford a full-blown solution in house.   In this
way the telecommunications company can leverage its current infrastructure assets and
increase the stickiness of its business customers, all while increasing its revenue per
customer.

By partnering with IBM to provide Digital Media solutions, telecommunications firms
can build the infrastructure they need to position themselves for the next generation of
digital media services with new value added services.  Further, IBM storage technologies
can be used to improve operations and reduce service time and costs, while increasing the
availability of data and digital assets.  IBM hosting services can be leveraged to provide
clients with flexible, secure infrastructure that can scale with their business and reduce
their initial investment.

ROI Example: Major Telecommunications Company  In Table 5 we illustrate the ROI
of a major telecommunications company investing in Digital Media management

60% of companies manage
media assets via a third party.

Source: Forrester Research

Customer Example: NTT DoCoMo
Today IBM is partnering with major telecommunications firms such as NTT DoCoMo,
who is teaming up with Sharp and Sony to pioneer a service called “Mstage music”.  The
service uses a number of IBM components to allow sampling of musical tracks as they are
delivered via streaming data, and if customers like what they hear, they can buy whole
tracks or download the data to their device.  Every user of the service pays a basic charge,
plus a communications charge every time they access the service.  Those who download
content generate revenue through content charges as well.
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infrastructure hardware, software, and storage, and offering Digital Media outsourcing on
a pay-as-you-go service to its current installed base of business customers.  As with the
other examples in this paper, the data are provided for illustrative purposes and the
specific ROI associated with your business may vary.

Table 5 – Sample ROI for Telecommunications
Digital Media

Factory Old way
DM outsourcing services

Total telco business customer base            75,000         75,000
% signing up for DM outsourcing services 2% 0%

Average monthly revenue for DM outsourcing $25,000 $0
Direct costs associated with revenue, % 25% 25%

Contribution margin for DM outsourcing $9,375,000 $0
Monthly benefit of DM solution $9,375,000

Total potential monthly benefit of DM solution $9,375,000

Total potential annual benefit of DM solution $112,500,000

Solution Costs and Implementation Time
One-time cost of DM solution $75,000,000

Ongoing annual costs $15,000,000
Months to implement solution, ramp customer base                    9

1st year of solution ROI, % 30%

Payback period, months                  10

In this example the telecommunications company has a current customer base of 75,000
business customers, of which 2% sign up for digital media outsourcing services at an
average price of $25K per month.

The ongoing annual benefit of the solution is over $100 million per year, and given a
hypothetical $75 million set-up cost, the ROI of the solution for the first full year it is
in operation is 30%, and the solution pays for itself in ten months’ time.

Other ROI Benefits  Additional ways the Digital Media Factory can provide ROI to
telecommunications companies include:

• Supporting wireline/wireless initiatives of key customers
• Reducing cost of infrastructure and operations
• Improving customer-facing systems
• Improving customer service
• Brand-building
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Detailed Analysis is Required
ROI Will Vary According to Company’s Business Model  Because of the wide-
ranging role media assets play in different industries, the ROI of implementing a Digital
Media solution will vary from industry to industry and even from business to business.
There is no single “magic bullet”; fully capturing all potential savings requires an
enterprise-wide view to identify the priority actions (large cost areas with high gain
potential) and implement changes across the whole business.  However, there is also a
wide range of more limited actions that can be taken to rapidly address cost in individual
functions and business units.

To help sort through this complexity, IBM provides assistance in enterprise change
management, to help you understand how Digital Media can best enhance your overall
business model, as well as to build an ROI model tailored for your particular business.

Full ROI Requires Detailed Analysis  A typical IBM Digital Media ROI analysis for a
given business could touch upon dozens or even hundreds of components spanning
lowering production and distribution costs; increasing sales efficiency, licensing, and
asset re-use; and leveraging digital content across properties.  It would examine ROI
components such as new revenue streams, and could touch upon functions in every
department of the organization.  Resulting analyses are comprehensive and highly
tailored to the customer, but can also be quite complex.  Replicating such an analysis here
is beyond the scope of this particular document, whose purpose instead is to provide a
broad framework illustrating how Digital Media provides ROI benefits to the business.

IBM Solutions Addressing the Broader Cost Imperative  Further, the need to deliver
quantifiable economic benefits and reduce costs throughout the enterprise doesn’t stop at
the optimization of the Digital Media Factory.  IBM takes a holistic view of business
transformation and has identified six key areas, of which the Digital Media Factory is a
part, where media companies can reap smart returns at enterprise-wide process and
infrastructure levels, and in key functional areas.  IBM processes this breadth of
perspective and the right track record in delivering tangible cost savings while enabling
businesses to better execute their strategic priorities.

The six key areas are:1

• Content Management – including content creation, content production, and
content distribution

• Customer Relationship Management – including sales and service and
consumer marketing

• e-Procurement – focusing on Operations
• G&A Optimization – spanning Operations (HR, Finance, Procurement) and

Legal/Business Affairs
• IT Consolidation – including outsourcing and optimization
• IT Infrastructure – including servers, storage, and hosting

                                                  
1 From “The Cost Imperative for Media and Entertainment Companies”, Fall 2001
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IBM’s BIS group has developed a comprehensive array of solutions to help companies
address business optimization and cost savings in each of these key areas.  To discuss
how IBM can perform a detailed analysis of the ROI you can expect to obtain for your
particular business, contact your local IBM sales representative.

Conclusion
Going Digital Can Yield Strong ROI  Digital assets, be they images, text, video, or
audio, play a key role in industries ranging from media and entertainment and retail, to
healthcare and government.  Improving the process by which they are created, managed,
and distributed through the implementation of the Digital Media Factory can yield some
impressive economic benefits and a strong ROI.  But doing so is not a trivial task; from
defining new products and services, to streamlining processes, from identifying and
fostering new revenue streams, to determining pricing, terms, usage, and rights, you need
a partner with the experience, resources, and breadth of offerings to provide a complete
end-to-end solution for your Digital Media needs.

IBM Offers the Complete Solution  That’s why IBM has developed a powerful suite of
offerings intended to enable customers to create, manage and distribute, and facilitate
transactions based on digital content   In combination with our comprehensive Business
Transformation capabilities and Business Infrastructure offerings, IBM is uniquely suited
to offering the full end-to-end suite of offerings necessary to transform your current
media asset creation and management processes into a state-of-the-art Digital Media
Factory and maximize the ROI benefits to your business.

Let Us Analyze Your Digital Media ROI IBM also realizes that each industry and each
business is unique in how it creates, uses, and derives benefit from media assets.  For
some businesses, they are salable assets, and their management is key.  For others, it
impacts the cost or quality of sale.  Either way, IBM has the experience necessary to not
only help you assess how best to install and manage a Digital Media solution, but also to
transform your business to ensure you are receiving maximum benefit from it.  We invite
you to speak to your IBM sales representative to further discuss how IBM can help
implement a Digital Media solution, and how we can perform a detailed ROI analysis for
your business.


